Reformulation of Stmerin(®) D CFC formulation using HFA propellants.
Stmerin(®) D was reformulated using hydrofluoroalkanes (HFA-134a and HFA-227) as alternative propellants instead of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), where the active ingredients were suspended in mixed CFCs (CFC-11/CFC-12/CFC-114). Here, we report the suspension stability and spray performance of the original CFC formulation and a reformulation using HFAs. We prepared metered dose inhalers (MDI) using HFAs with different surfactants and co-solvents, and investigated the effect on suspension stability by visual testing. We found that the drug suspension stability was poor in both HFAs, but was improved, particularly for HFA-227, by adding a middle chain fatty acid triglycerides (MCT) to the formulation. However, the vapor pressure of HFA-227 is higher than a CFC mixture and this increased the fine particle dose (FPD). Spray performance was adjusted by altering the actuator configuration, and the performance of different actuators was tested by cascade impaction. We found the spray performance could be controlled by the configuration of the actuator. A spray performance comparable to the original formulation was obtained with a 0.8 mm orifice diameter and a 90° cone angle. These results demonstrate that the reformulation of Stmerin(®) D using HFA-227 is feasible, by using MCT as a suspending agent and modifying the actuator configuration.